A unified platoon-based mathematical formulation called PAMSCOD is presented to perform arterial (network) traffic signal control while considering multiple travel modes in a vehicle-to-infrastructure communications environment. First, a headwaybased platoon recognition algorithm is developed to identify pseudo-platoons given probe vehicles' online information. It is assumed that passenger vehicles constitute a significant majority of the vehicles in the network. This algorithm identifies existing queues and significant platoons approaching each intersection. Second, a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) is solved to determine future optimal signal plans based on the current traffic controller status, online platoon data and priority requests from special vehicles, such as transit buses. Deviating from the traditional common network cycle length, PAMSCOD aims to provide multi-modal dynamical progression (MDP) on the arterial based on the probe information. Microscopic simulation using VISSIM shows that PAMSCOD can easily handle two common traffic modes, transit buses and automobiles, and significantly reduce delays for both modes under both non-saturated and oversaturated traffic conditions as compared to traditional state-of-practice coordinated-actuated signal control with timings optimized by SYNCHRO.
Introduction
Traffic signals are very important tools for urban traffic management. With correct installation and control strategy selection, they can improve both traffic throughput and safety for all road users. Traffic flow usually consists of more than one travel mode, including automobiles, transit buses, and emergency vehicles as well as commercial trucks, bicycles, and pedestrians. Different travel modes have their own specific characteristics, including travel speed, density, and priority level. Traditionally, traffic operations treat different travel modes separately (e.g., signal coordination for automobiles, signal preemption for emergency vehicles, and transit signal priority (TSP) for buses). However, treating each mode separately is likely to result in sub-optimal performance. In the environment of vehicle-to-infrastructure communications (Research and Innovative Technology Administration evolved into the well known adaptive traffic signal control system SCOOT (Hunt et al. 1982) . Dell'Olmo and Mirchandani (1995) proposed a real-time, platoon-based network level control algorithm called REALBAND which attempts to resolve future platoon conflicts. REALBAND generates platoon information based on loop detector data (Gaur and Mirchandani 2001) and creates a decision tree based on the projected platoon flow to find the best rootto-leaf decision by minimizing the total platoon delay. REALBAND has been developed as one component of the RHODES adaptive traffic signal control system (Mirchandani and Head 2001) . Recently, a platoon-based traffic signal control algorithm was developed by Jiang et al. (2006) for intersections with major-minor traffic volume. However, their approach does not consider coordination as a primary consideration.
Traditional platoon recognition relies on pre-selected platoon detector locations. Platoons are identified by vehicle density (Gaur and Mirchandani 2001) , cumulative headways (Wasson et al. 1999; Chaudhary et al. 2006) , or critical headways (Jiang et al. 2006) . However, fixed location detectors have many limitations. First, the detector location needs to be adjusted based on traffic conditions. Distant detectors may be effected by platoon dispersion effects, whereas nearby detectors may not be able to identify platoons due to long queues. Second, the platoon information provided by fixed location detectors is untraceable. Platoons may grow, disperse, or even disappear when approaching an intersection. Third, it is costly to install and maintain advanced platoon detectors in each lane.
Traffic probe data (or floating car data) has become available with recent advances in communication technology including electronic transponders in Electronic Toll Collection systems (ETC), GPS-enabled mobile phones (Herrera & Bayen 2010) , and Connected Vehicles (Research and Innovative Technology Administration 2011). Improving arterial traffic signal control performance utilizing the vast amount of new data is an emerging research problem.
In this paper, individual probe vehicles are clustered as pseudo-platoons and serve as input to the PAMSCOD algorithms. Pseudo-platoons only indicate clusters of equipped vehicles including moving and standing (queued) vehicles. A single pseudo-platoon includes only vehicles of the same mode and requesting the same traffic control phase. Buses are treated as individual vehicle pseudo-platoons due to their different movement characteristics.
It is assumed that the percentage of probe vehicles is known and that advance platoon detectors are not considered. Assuming the percentage of probe vehicles is reasonable if vehicle counts are available within the network to compare to the number of probe vehicles. The platoon recognition algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Classification: Probe vehicles are classified as moving probes and queuing probes according to their speeds. 2. Identification: Queuing probes are considered to be in a single platoon while moving platoons are recognized by the headways between individual probe vehicles. 3. Estimation: Platoon parameters, such as the number of vehicles and time of arrival, are estimated by regression models or previous queuing information from upstream intersections. There has been little research on the platoon identification problem using probe data. Smith et al. (2010) adopted classical statistical clustering algorithms, such as agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm, or k-means clustering. To correctly use these statistical clustering methods, one needs to determine the best number of cluster and how to delete outliers. Also it is difficult to interpret the clustering results from traffic engineers' perspective.
In this paper, probe headways are analyzed and applied to recognize significant platoons. p, the closer the identification matches to the real-world platoon. This variability will make a significant difference in determining traffic signal control.
After platoons are identified, platoon parameters need to be estimated for signal optimization. In terms of a standing platoon (existing queue), queue length is the only parameter to be determined. Comert and Cetin (2009) proposed a probability model to estimate the queue size based on probe data. They claimed that only the location information of the last probe vehicle in the queue is sufficient for the estimation. Neumann (2010) proposed a maximal likelihood estimation method to estimate traffic demand, density profile, and queue length. However, neither of these studies considered the length of a discharging queue, when vehicle speeds are actually not zero. For moving platoons, the platoon size includes both the number of vehicles in the platoon ( p N ) as well as the arrival time of the leading vehicle and the trailing vehicles ( a T and a T , respectively) are require for signal optimization. In this paper, a linear regression model is used to estimate all of these important signal control parameters. The basic form of the regression model is depicted as follows.. , where c T denotes the median of arrival of all probe vehicles in the platoon. The estimation of arrival time starts from estimating the median, or "central", arrival time c T of the platoon as the median of all individual probe arrival times. Suppose that the first half of platoon arrives at intersection before c T , while the second half arrives after c T . Hence the arrival time of leading vehicle and tail vehicle can be estimated by using the average headway in the platoon, which is interpreted as 2 2 . Queues and platoons were collected using the VISSIM microscopic simulation software. A total of 211,500 queues and 317,900 platoons were observed under different traffic scenarios and penetration rates. Results from statistical analysis are shown in Table 1 . All the independent variables are statistically significant as shown by the very small p-values. The model fits the data very well as indicated by the high R-square value. The RMSE of each prediction are shown in Figure 3 . The critical value can be found when the penetration rate p=0.4. RMSE ranges between 2 and 4 when p>0.4. However, it increases quickly when p<0.4. One may note that the size of moving platoon has larger randomness and fluctuations than the size of queues. The prediction may yield large variations especially when the penetration rate is low. In such cases, one may consider vehicle queuing information at upstream intersection (Smith et al. 2010) . If it is assumed that stop-bar queues will eventually evolve moving 
Mixed integer linear program (MILP) in PAMSCOD
Several MILP formulations have been proposed to solve the network traffic signal control problem over the past few decades. The original formulation was MAXBAND (Little 1966; Little et al. 1981) . MULTIBAND, another well-known traffic signal control MILP, was developed in the early 1990s (Gartner et al. 1991; Stamatiadis & Gartner 1996) . Both MAXBAND and MULTIBAND aimed to maximize the "green wave" bandwidth by optimizing cycle length, splits and offsets. Neither of them was intended to address oversaturated conditions.
A number of papers have developed dynamic traffic signal control formulations based on the cell transmission model (CTM) (Daganzo 1994 and . The CTM-based signal control formulation can address both unsaturated and oversaturated conditions by considering shockwaves and physical queues. Lo (1999 and 2001) formulated the network signal optimization problem as a mixed-integer linear programming problem using CTM and assuming that the cycle length is fixed. Lin and Wang (2004) developed a more computationally efficient version of the MILP for the signal optimization problem based on the CTM, but only two-phase signals were considered in their model. For the CTM-based formulations with the MILP approach, the problem size can grow very quickly with the size of the network and the time horizon. The "curse of dimensionality" makes it impossible to solve these formulations online directly, even when using commercially available packages such as CPLEX and LINDO.
In this paper, a platoon-based MILP that reduces the number of integer variables required and that accommodates both unsaturated and oversaturated conditions by considering shockwaves and physical queues is presented. The model notation is summarized in Appendix.
Unified precedence constraints
The signal controller model examined is based on the standard North American NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase controller. A four-legged intersection with eight movements is shown in Figure 4 (a). Typically, each ring in the controller contains four phases, as depicted in Figure 4 (b). A barrier exists across both rings between groups of conflicting movements such that all phases in one group must terminate before any phase in the other group starts. The dual-ring controller can be modeled by a precedence graph as depicted in Figure 5 (Head et al. 2006) . Arcs in the precedence graph represent the duration of phases, whereas nodes represent the phase transitions. Phase intervals can be easily visualized in the precedence graph. In this model, the precedence constraints are defined for each intersection in the system being optimized and then unified into one overall optimization problem. Phase sequence and phase initialization are important considerations for online optimization. In formulating the MILP, the identification of the current phase to act as the starting phase in the MILP and accounting for the time that has already elapsed in the current phase define the phase time constraints (minimum green time) in the MILP formulation. In general, in an 8-phase controller, as shown in Figure 5 , the starting phase pair can only be 1 of 8 different cases: 1 and 5, 1 and 6, 2 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 7, or 4 and 8. The starting phases at each intersection can be different depending on the current status when the MILP problem is formulated. Similarly, different intersection may have different phase configurations (e.g., sequences) depending on the intersection geometry and operational considerations.
One important issue is how to handle different starting phases at different intersections in the unified precedence constraints formulation. To achieve this, it is assumed that a dual-ring structure is applicable to all of the intersections, and phase 1 and 5 are always considered as first phases in a phase configuration. Therefore, the phase precedence constraints are as follows: Figure 5 Precedence graph representation of a dual-ring controller at intersection i. s denote the starting, or currently active, phases for ring 1 and ring 2, respectively. p is the set of past phases, or phases that have already completed service at the current time, in the first cycle, assuming that the cycle always starts from phase 1 and 5. non is fixed over the time horizon of consideration, whereas 1 s , 2 s and p are variable, depending on the starting phases and the elapsed time in the starting phases at the current time. Figure 6 illustrates these sets in a standard NEMA eight-phase configuration with an example at one intersection i. The current timing phases are phases 4 and 7 with some elapsed time
, respectively. Therefore, the minimal green time for phase 4 and 7 in the first cycle should be reduced by the elapsed times. Past phases in cycle 1 are phase 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. Thus, the duration of phases in 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 is set to 0 in cycle 1. Slack variables account for the green dwell time and maintain barrier constraints.
The unified precedence constraints have the following features: 1. Suppose phases 1 and 5 are the first phases in the dual-ring. The actual starting phases depend on the state of the controller at the time the MILP is formed and are denoted by sets 1 s and 2 s , constraint (4) and (5) in the above formulation. 2. If one or more of the starting phases is timing the yellow or red clearance, the issue is addressed in constraint (6) and (7) 
Platoon delay categorization and evaluation
Delay is perhaps the most commonly reported performance index in the literature of traffic signal control. Within the PAMSCOD formulation, before delay can be assessed, it is necessary to determine which cycle is selected to serve platoon (m,i,p,j), thereby determining the correct phase starting time,
, to calculate the delay of platoon (m,i,p,j).
Platoon serving cycle selection
Figure 7 illustrates a platoon moving towards an intersection. This platoon can travel through the intersection either during cycle k-1 or during cycle k, assuming only two cycles are considered. If the platoon is served in cycle k, the platoon should pass through the intersection before the green ends, as described by constraint (27) and (28). equals one. Thus, the platoon (m,i,p,j) will be served in cycle k. Otherwise, platoon (m,i,p,j) will not be served in cycle k. Constraint (28) ensures there is only one cycle selected to serve platoon (m,i,p,j), as illustrated in Figure 7 .
Intersection i Figure 7 Platoon serving cycle selection.
Platoon split and link capacity
Constraint (27) only allows a platoon to be served completely during a cycle. However, there are some cases when platoons need to be split and served in two cycles or more. These cases include the following:
1. Platoon length may grow quickly during heavy demand or oversaturated traffic conditions. In this case, . Hence, the storage capacity is not sufficient to store the entire platoon.
3. Two conflicting platoons are approaching the intersection on a main street and side street simultaneously.
Suppose the size of the main street platoon is much larger than that of the side street platoon. Assuming the side street is currently being served (e.g., the side street phase is in the green state), the signal may decide to switch to serve the main street before completely serving the side street platoon to lower the total delay on the arterial. In this case, the side street platoons may be split to yield to main street platoons. Platoon splitting in the first two cases is due to capacity constraints that cannot be violated. Platoon splitting in the third case is due to the performance benefit of platoon splitting, which increases arterial progression. The details of arterial progression will be discussed in the next section.
A
is introduced to "cut" the platoons into two cycles, assuming that platoon can be served in no more than two cycles. Therefore, constraint (27) is rewritten as
The first part of platoon (m,i,p,j) is served in cycle k, whereas the remaining is assigned to be served in cycle k+1. The remaining
vehicles are delayed by at least one cycle. Assuming a platoon can be served in, at most, two cycles, a delay penalty,
, is added into the formulation to account for the delay as follows:
where r C is the reference cycle length, which represents an empirical estimation of cycle length, such as average over the historical cycles.
If one platoon is cut in the past cycle, the remaining vehicles in the platoon become the first queue at the stop bar. This means that the remaining vehicles in the platoon will be served in the next cycle without any queue delay. If the remaining platoon has to be further cut in the next cycle, the new delay penalty will be considered in the formulation by solving another MILP based on a rolling horizon optimization approach. Therefore, constraint (30) can be used to roughly estimate how much delay will be generated for platoon splits.
Green times are subject to the required time to clear the platoon in the selected cycle. Thus, additional lower bounds of
are added in the formulation as constraint (31):
Queue spillback occurs during oversaturated conditions, which can cause de facto red (Abu-Lebdeh & Benekohal 1997). De facto red is an extreme case of queue build-up that is due to the complete blockage of upstream signals when no traffic can discharge during a green phase. To avoid de facto red and assign green times efficiently, the link storage capacity is utilized to set an upper limit on the split ratio in constraint (32):
The experiments described in Section 4 used microscopic simulations to demonstrate the significance of constraint (32) during oversaturated conditions. The network throughput was increased by 10~20%, and overall delay was decreased by 5~10% by considering platoon split and link capacity for the oversaturated arterial.
Delay evaluation
To evaluate the total delay of a platoon, delay is divided into two categories: signal delay and queue delay. These two types of delay can co-exist or exist separately for each platoon (Head 1995) . There are four combinations that must be considered. Platoons that travel through an intersection with free flow speed have no signal delay or queue delay. Platoons in the queue stopped at the stop bar by a red traffic light experience signal delay but no queue delay. Platoons that arrive at the back of the queue but eventually travel through the intersection during the green phase experience queue delay but no signal delay, as depicted in Figure 8(a) . Platoons stopped by a queue delayed by the traffic signal will experience both queue delay and signal delay, as shown in Figure 8(b) . Figure 8 (a) and (b) presents the case of two platoons requesting the same phase p. Platoon (m,i,p,1) is a queue waiting at the stop bar, whereas platoon (m,i,p,2) is a moving platoon approaching the intersection.
In Figure 8( in the platoon (m,i,p,2). To simplify the calculation, the average queue delay can be approximated by the leading vehicle queue delay, shown as follows: 
is the total queue length in front of platoon (m,i,p,j). 2 t can be found to be 
. Also, the start of the phase p green time,
, is a decision variable determined by the first queuing platoon decision variable
The queue delay can affect the arrival of a platoon; hence, constraint (29) holds only if the queue delay is equal to zero. Otherwise, queue delay should be included in constraint (29) to estimate the realized arrival time of the platoon at the stop bar, as described by constraint (34):
Signal delay is generated by stopping the moving platoon due to a red phase rather than the leading platoon. An example of signal delay is illustrated in Figure 8(b) . The platoon (m,i,p,2) is stopped by the discharging queue and then arrives during the red phase. The leading vehicle signal delay can be determined based on the starting time of phase p in cycle k+1,
Delay can be calculated as the total area between the cumulative arrival curve and departure curve (Gazis 1964) . It is assumed that the headways between vehicles are the same in a platoon, so the platoon flow rates can be treated as constant arrival rates, as shown as Figure 9 .
In Figure 9 , the average arrival headway for a platoon is is number of lanes being served by phase p at intersection i. The signal delay of the leading platoon is the summation of the vehicle delays measured between the arrival curve and departure curve illustrated in Figure 9 . In terms of non-leading platoons, the service time of platoon (m,i,p,j) will be delayed. It is necessary to account for the green time used to serve the preceding platoons, which is Figure 9 Signal delay evaluation for the leading platoon. 
Multi-modal dynamical progression
The state of practice of traffic signal control strategies is coordinated-actuated signal control. Coordinatedactuated signals can offer additional flexibility compared with fixed-time traffic signals because of their ability to respond to cycle-by-cycle variation in traffic demand while still being able to provide progression for arterial movement. Traditionally, arterial coordination is managed through the determination of appropriate offsets, splits, and a common cycle length at each intersection. The "optimal" parameters of coordination signal plan can obtained by off-line signal optimization software, such as TRANSYT (Wallace et al. 1998) , SYNCHRO (Trafficware 2009 ) and PASSER (Chaudhary & Chu 2003) . However, the traffic flows optimized in signal optimization software are considered to be deterministic. In actuality, real-time traffic flow, even time-of-day traffic flow, can vary significantly (Yin 2008) . Previous on-line traffic-responsive (adaptive) signal control systems (Hunt et al. 1982; Luk 1984) are able to adjust the coordination parameters (cycle length, offsets and splits) to fit the current detected traffic data, but the optimized plan assumes a constraint that every intersection must have the same cycle length, which may not be the best solution for every intersection on the arterial based on real-time traffic data. It is not necessary to maintain the concept of a common cycle length or an offset that is constant during each cycle, as it is assumed that multi-modal traffic data are available through vehicle-to-infrastructure communications.
A platoon-based dynamic coordination strategy is proposed as part of PAMSCOD to consider not only the current intersection but also the progression through downstream intersections given the path information of each vehicle. The concept is to consider platoon queue delay and signal delay in the current intersection as well as its potential queue delay and signal delay at the next downstream intersection. Another binary variable , for platoon (m,i,p,j) approaching the current intersection i for phase p. Again, it is assumed that only two cycles will be considered to serve a platoon. The platoon service cycle selection constraints are shown below: (40) Constraint (39) is quite similar to constraint (27). One difference is that platoon dispersion is considered in (39) to ensure that enough phase green time is allocated at the downstream intersection to accommodate a platoon that is arriving at the upstream signal. The other difference is that (39) is taken into account when both and ' are equal to 1, meaning that the departure and arrival occurs in cycle k and cycle c, at intersection i and i d , respectively.
Queue delay and signal delay are evaluated based on a time-space diagram construction, as depicted in Figure  10 . Two additional constraints are included in the formulation to account for downstream queue delay and signal delay as follows: 
Objective and summary of PAMSCOD
Usually, the objective of traffic signal control algorithms is to minimize a disutility function, such as travel time, delay or number of stops, or maximize a utility function, such as network throughput. The proposed formulation aims to serve all of the platoons in |K| cycles using a rolling horizon approach. Hence, the throughput cannot be evaluated in the formulation. The number of stops is not computable due to the lack of an exact traffic flow model in the formulation. However, the total delay can be approximately assessed by the constraints derived in the previous sections.
The objective function will be to minimize the total weighted delay as well as the sum of slack variables representing the total green rest time, as described by equation (43). The delay weight factor
can be set to different values for each mode as well as each different platoon. Weight factors can depend on the priority level of the mode and can be adjusted for individual vehicles according to other real-time information, such as vehicle occupancy. It is assumed that emergency vehicles will receive a very high level of priority and can be considered in a complementary and separate formulation.
A summary of the formulation is depicted as follows: The solution times of this formulation vary depending on the size of the network and the traffic saturation condition. Rather, solution times are directly influenced by the total number of platoons, the size of platoons and number of cycles considered. Therefore, only a couple of the most significant platoons are considered in each phase. Moreover, a rolling horizon is adopted to solve MILP every 30 seconds for 4 cycles in the future.
The formulation was tested with GAMS/CPLEX 10.1 on a PC with a dual core 2.67-GHz processor and 3.5 Gb of memory. The test network is the same as that described in section 4, shown in Figure 11 . For uncongested traffic conditions with no residual queue, the solution times are less than 1 second in most cases, as shown in Table 2 . However, for congested and oversaturated conditions, the solution times extend from a few seconds up to a couple of minutes to achieve an optimality gap near 10%. The solution times have a significant impact on the implementation of an algorithm such as PAMSCOD in the field. Thus, the authors are actively developing simplified formulations and heuristic algorithms for future real-time applications. Optimality gap (%) 10 10 10 10 10~20 10~20 10~20
Simulation Experiments
Two importation travel modes are considered in the simulation experiments: automobiles and transit buses. Other motorized travel modes can be added in future with the same formulation. Bicycles and pedestrians may need to be treated differently within the control logic at each intersection.
The numerical experiments were conducted using VISSIM, a microscopic simulation tool used to model a traffic network. The ASC/3 SIL (software in the loop) feature allows a VISSIM user to use actual traffic signal controller logic, including actuated-coordinated and transit signal priority (TSP) (Econolite 2009).
The entire evaluation platform contains VISSIM with COM (Component Object Model) and ASC virtual controller as the simulation environment and GAMS/CPLEX as the solver. Simulation in VISSIM can be easily controlled using COM, which can be created with a variety of programming languages, such as C++. First, COM runs a VISSIM model and continuously reads probe vehicle data including buses from VISSIM. Platoons are identified and estimated every 30 seconds. Once platoon information is updated, a MILP program will be formulated by COM and sent to GAMS/CPLEX. After retrieving the optimal signal plan from GAMS/CPLEX, COM implements the plan by sending phase control commands (phase hold and force-off) to ASC/3 SIL. Therefore, the entire system applies a network online platoon-based fixed time traffic signal control, which is updated every 30 seconds of simulated time.
The traffic network is based on an eight-intersection arterial, Speedway Blvd, from Euclid Ave. to Alvernon Way in Tucson, AZ. Ten bus routes were added to the model, as shown in Figure 11 , based on the actual bus routes operated by Sun Tran (2010). Two of the ten bus routes travel on Speedway, whereas the others travel on the side streets. All bus stops are located at the far-side of the intersections. Bus frequencies vary by 5~20 min/bus. Every bus sends a priority request when it approaches an intersection, and each of them is treated as a single-vehicle platoon.
Illustration of solutions from PAMSCOD
Signal-timing optimization software such as TRANSYT-7F and SYNCHRO are commonly used as benchmarks for good arterial signal timing. In this paper, the performance of PAMSCOD was compared with SYNCHRO optimized signal timings under different levels of traffic demand. Seven different deterministic flows were designed as the basic flow levels of experiment. They corresponded to different levels of intersection saturation -0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2, which were estimated by the intersection capacity utilization in SYNCHRO (Husch & Albeck 2003) . The "optimal" solutions obtained from SYNCHRO can be considered as near-optimal solutions for deterministic flows, as the input flows of VISSIM are the same as the input flows of SYNCHRO. Four sets of stochastic volumes were generated by assuming a normal distribution using the deterministic flows as the mean and 20% of deterministic flow as variance. The random flow sets were selected to have similar total volumes.
First, the output cycle lengths of PAMSCOD were compared with SYNCHRO's optimal cycle length. Average cycle lengths with seven volume levels were recorded at the two most saturated intersections: Euclid and Speedway, and Campbell and Speedway. Figure 12 (a) and (b) plot the curves of cycle length with PAMSCOD and SYNCHRO at these two intersections, respectively. The results show that PAMSCOD's cycle lengths are slightly shorter than SYNCHRO's optimized cycle lengths, but PAMSCOD's cycle lengths follow the tendency that arterial cycle length is proportional to flow levels. Previous studies show that cycle lengths in a small range may result in similar delays (Miller 1963) . Therefore, the output cycle lengths of PAMSCOD are reasonable. Figure 11 Speedway arterial in Tucson, AZ. The signal plans generated by PAMSCOD are visualized on the space-time diagram depicted in Figure 13 . The intersection at the bottom is intersection 1 and the intersection at the top is intersection 7. The results show a twostage, two-way progression in the diagram. One two-way progression is from intersection 1 (Euclid and Speedway) to intersection 5 (Campbell and Speedway). The other progression two-way progression is from intersection 5 (Campbell and Speedway) to intersection 7(Country Club and Speedway). The results are intuitive as intersection 5 (Campbell and Speedway) is nearly saturated (saturation rate is 0.9) and has a larger volume on the northbound (2742 veh/hr) and southbound (2296 veh/hr) movements on Campbell as opposed to the eastbound (1489 veh/hr) and westbound (1262 veh/hr) movements on Speedway. PAMSCOD outputs smaller eastbound and westbound green times than northbound and westbound, which seems reasonable. The volume pattern of intersection 5 (Campbell and Speedway) is detected by PAMSCOD correctly, and good splits are achieved.
In addition to progression, a large network can be partitioned into a sub-network according to the time-space diagram from PAMSCOD. Network partitions can be used to reduce the total number of concurrently considered intersections, resulting in better MILP solution times. If the solutions in a sub-network show a good two-way progression in high-volume experiments, this sub-network can be treated as an isolated network. The details of network partition are not considered in this paper.
Experiment results
Three different traffic signal methods were compared with PAMSCOD under 100% penetration rates using the four stochastic volume sets. "ASC Free" treated each intersection independently and applied actuated control at each isolated intersection without bus priority. "ASC Coord" represented the coordinated-actuated non-priority signal control based on the optimal signal timing plans obtained from SYNCHRO 7.0. "TSP Coord" added transit signal priority (TSP) to "ASC coord" control. The detailed settings of TSP in the ASC/3 SIL are documented in Econolite (2009). Table 3 presents the detailed results based on one-hour simulations in VISSIM after a 10-minute warm-up period. The performances of the four different methods are compared based on network throughput, average total vehicle delay and stops for each phase at each intersection, average bus delay and stops per phase intersection. Polynomial regression lines are plotted in Figure 14 (a)-(c) for the four methods based on the data pairs of demand-throughput, demand-average vehicle delay and demand-average bus delay. Performance percentage changes of PAMSCOD are summarized in Table 4 .
The following are some observations: 1. When the saturation rate is lower than 0.9, all of the vehicles are served by all four control methods. However, not all demanding vehicles can be served when the saturation rate is near or higher than 0.9. The trend line in Figure 14 (a), as well as the data in Table 4 , shows that PAMSCOD always has the highest throughput among all of the methods, especially when the traffic condition is oversaturated. When considering multi-modes (buss and automobiles) in coordination, the "TSP Coord" method has the lowest throughput among all of the methods for congested traffic conditions. 2. When the saturation rate is low, "ASC Free" always provides the minimal overall total vehicle delay, which is acknowledged by most researchers. However, "ASC Free" degrades and "ASC Coord" improves as the saturation rate increases. Although "ASC Coord" can be treated as a near optimal method, PAMSCOD outperforms "ASC Coord" in average total vehicle delay by about 8% under high volume scenarios and 1% under oversaturated scenarios, respectively, as shown in Table 4 . Because "TSP Coord" holds absolute priority for buses, the average vehicle delay for all vehicles of PAMSCOD is around 20%~30% less than the average total vehicle delay under the "TSP Coord" method. 3. With regard to average bus delay, the bus delay of "TSP Coord" can be treated as the lower bound, as it provides priority to any bus approaching intersection, regardless of other passenger vehicles' delay or throughput. PAMSCOD yields only 3% more bus delay than "TSP coord" but 10% more network throughput under saturated conditions. Compared with "ASC Coord", the average bus delay is reduced by about 25%~30% under different scenarios, as shown in Table 4 . According to the above observations, PAMSCOD provides the lower bound of total vehicle delay, compared with "ASC Coord", which is optimized by SYNCHRO with deterministic flows. PAMSCOD can achieve performance very near the lower bound of bus delay, as compared with "TSP Coord". Figure 15 shows the performance percentage comparison of PAMSCOD under different penetration rates. Only under congested scenarios conditions are considered and simulated. "TSP Coord" represents the condition of coordinated traffic signals with Transit Signal Priority, which is chosen as the baseline method for bus delay and assumed to provide the best existing condition in terms of transit delay. "ASC Coord" is selected to be the baseline for delay of all vehicles. It is assumed that "ASC Coord", which represents coordinated traffic signals without Transit Signal Priority, provides the near-optimal average vehicle delay for all vehicles. "ASC Free" is considered as the baseline solutions when considering throughput, since it yields better throughput than either "ASC Coord" or "TSP Coord". When the penetration rate is at 20%, PAMSCOD reduces bus delay by 2.5% because all buses are equipped no matter what penetration is. Average vehicle delay is 8% higher compared with "ASC Coord". However, PAMSCOD reaches both near-optimal values when penetration rates are near 40% without any prior knowledge of traffic flow rate. So 40% penetration rate can be regarded as a critical value for future implementation of V2I communications based on this limited finding. The critical penetration also matches what was found in platoon identification. Figure 15 Performance percentage changes of PAMSCOD under different penetration rates
Summary
A unified platoon-based formulation called PAMSCOD is presented in this paper to optimize arterial (network) traffic signals for multiple travel modes, given the assumption that advanced communication systems are available between vehicles and traffic controllers. One important feature of PAMSCOD is that the prior knowledge of network flow profile is not required. Also PAMSCOD does not assume the traditional common network cycle length. It aims to provide multi-modal dynamical progression on an arterial based on real-time platoon information.
Microscopic simulation shows that PAMSCOD can successfully coordinate traffic signals considering two traffic modes including buses and automobiles and significantly reduce vehicle delay for both modes. At about a 40% penetration rate, PAMSCOD can outperform state-of-practice signal control methods. Compared with coordinated-actuated traffic signal control optimized by SYNCHRO, PAMSCOD decreases the overall average vehicle delay by about 8%, while the average bus delay is reduced by about 25%~30%. Compared with same SYNCHRO plans with TSP, the average overall vehicle delay in PAMSCOD is reduced by about 20%~30%, and average bus delay is increased by only 3%. However, the throughput is increased by more than 10% for congested cases, as compared with the TSP method.
Future research should mainly focus on how to reduce the solution times of PAMSCOD by considering network partition, reducing the complexity of the MILP or developing heuristic algorithms. In this paper, no prior knowledge of traffic flow is needed in the model. However, it would be interesting to incorporate short term traffic prediction with signal control. Also it is a potential research topic to explore signal control optimization with online incident data in addition to traffic data. 
